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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic presented significant challenges for individuals who experienced stroke and their caregivers. 
It is essential to understand the factors affecting preventive behavior in these populations. Therefore, the present study 
examined the factors that influenced COVID-19 preventive behavior and motivation for COVID-19 vaccine uptake among 
patients with stroke and their caregivers. A cross-sectional study comprising 191 participants (81 patients with stroke and 
110 caregivers) was carried out. Participants completed a survey assessing fear of COVID-19, stress, perceived susceptibility, 
problematic social media use, preventive behaviors, and motivation for vaccine uptake. Statistical analyses included descriptive 
statistics, Pearson correlations, and multiple linear regressions. Motivation for COVID-19 vaccine uptake was significantly 
positively correlated with problematic social media use (r = 0.225, P = .002), perceived susceptibility (r = 0.197, P = .008), and 
fear of COVID-19 (r = 0.179, P = .015), but negatively correlated with stress (r = −0.189, P = .010). Caregivers, compared 
to patients, showed a lower level of preventive behavior (standardized coefficient = −0.23, P = .017). Furthermore, higher 
levels of fear were associated with increased preventive behavior (standardized coefficient = 0.22, P = .006), while greater 
stress correlated with lower preventive behavior (standardized coefficient = −0.38, P < .001). Among patients with stroke 
and their caregivers, motivation of COVID-19 vaccine uptake and preventive behaviors were influenced by factors such 
as fear, perceived susceptibility, social media use, and stress. By using strategies such as targeted education, support, and 
communication campaigns, healthcare providers and policymakers may be able to enhance the well-being of patients with 
stroke and their caregivers during future pandemics.
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What do we already know about this topic?
Preventive behaviors and vaccine uptake are important factors for people not to be infected by the COVID-19.

How does your research contribute to the field?
The present study offers significant contributions to the field by enhancing understanding of preventive behaviors during 
crises, specifically for patients with stroke and their caregivers. It highlights the importance of a number of factors 
including fear, stress, and perceived susceptibility in influencing vaccine uptake and preventive behaviors. These insights 
are crucial for developing targeted interventions and effective communication strategies, especially in managing psycho-
logical stressors.

What are your research’s implications toward theory, practice, or policy?
Strategies to reduce stress and provide coping mechanisms for patients with stroke and caregivers of patients with stroke 
may enhance their ability to engage in preventive behaviors; additionally, healthcare providers should actively address 
and debunk misinformation on social media platforms to promote accurate and evidence-based information.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic posed significant challenges and 
concerns for individuals who experienced stroke and their 
caregivers. Caregivers often face increased stress and care 
responsibilities,1 while patients with stroke, especially those 
with underlying health conditions, are at a higher risk of 
developing severe illness if they contract COVID-19.2 
However, there are measures that can be taken to mitigate 
these risks. One crucial step is getting vaccinated, a type of 
preventive behavior. Vaccination significantly reduces the 
chances of patients with stroke experiencing severe compli-
cations, hospitalization, and even death in the event of con-
tracting COVID-19.3

By prioritizing vaccination, patients with stroke can safe-
guard their health and enhance their ability to recover. In 
addition to vaccination, practicing preventive measures such 
as mask-wearing, maintaining good hand hygiene, and prac-
ticing social distancing is essential for caregivers. These 
actions can reduce the risk of caregivers contracting and 
transmitting the virus to patients with stroke, who may 
already have compromised health or weakened immune sys-
tems. The Global Carer Well-being Index survey across 12 
countries found that caregiving time markedly increased dur-
ing the pandemic, with 20% of adults taking on caregiving 
roles for the first time.4 It is important to recognize that care-
givers’ well-being is equally important because they play a 
crucial role in providing care and support. By adhering to 
preventive measures, caregivers can lower their risk of con-
tracting COVID-19 and experiencing severe illness. This 
ensures their continued ability to provide care without dis-
ruptions. The COVID-19 pandemic posed unique challenges 
to patients with stroke and their caregivers.5 However, by 
prioritizing vaccination, practicing other preventive 

behaviors (in addition to vaccination), and prioritizing their 
own health, both patients with stroke and their caregivers can 
reduce their risk and enhance their well-being.

Fear can prompt individuals to take proactive measures to 
minimize their risks and regain a sense of control amidst 
uncertainty.6,7 COVID-19 vaccinations can be seen as a pro-
active measure to combat fear,8 giving caregivers a practical 
measure to protect themselves and their patients. Moreover, 
a previous study showed that fear of transmitting COVID-19 
can motivate individuals to adopt preventive measures.9 
However, it is essential to note that fear alone may not always 
lead to sustained behavior change. Greater levels of per-
ceived susceptibility may also serve as important factor pro-
moting COVID-19 preventive behavior10 and motivation to 
get vaccinated among adults living with chronic disease.11 
Therefore, it is important to consider these factors within the 
specific context of caregivers of patients with stroke and 
patients with stroke to better understand their impact on 
behavior and vaccine motivation.

In a recent study, researchers found that caregivers of 
patients with stroke experienced higher care burdens, which 
was associated with lower acceptance of COVID-19 vac-
cines.12 Xie and colleagues reported a positive association 
between perceived information distortion regarding COVID-
19 vaccination and social media use among participants with 
lower functional literacy.13 Problematic social media use has 
been defined as the excessive use of social media leading 
negative effects on the user’s professional, social and/or per-
sonal life.14 Moreover, it was reported by Ahorsu et al. that 
cyberchondria, fear of COVID-19 and perceptions of 
COVID-19 risk mediated indirect relationships between 
problematic social media use and COVID-19 vaccination.15

The role of problematic social media usage on care burden 
and COVID-19 vaccination among stroke caregivers has only 
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been investigated in a few studies.12 Considering the limited 
literature and importance of this topic, it is evident that there is 
need to conduct further research on the factors that impact 
patients with stroke and their caregiver’s motivation to get 
vaccinated and engagement in preventive behaviors other than 
vaccination. Therefore, the present study examined factors (ie, 
fear of COVID-19, stress, perceived susceptibility, problem-
atic social media use) that influence motivation for COVID-19 
vaccine uptake and COVID-19 preventive behaviors (other 
than vaccination) among a sample of patients with stroke and 
caregivers. Understanding these factors among such popula-
tions is crucial for public health interventions and policy 
development. The present study aimed to provide new insights 
to the extant scientific knowledge base by investigating the 
following exploratory research questions (RQs): (i) how do 
specific factors (ie, fear of COVID-19, stress, perceived sus-
ceptibility, problematic social media use) influence COVID-
19 preventive behaviors (other than vaccination) among 
patients with stroke and caregivers? and (ii) how do specific 
factors (ie, fear of COVID-19, stress, perceived susceptibility, 
problematic social media use) influence motivation for 
COVID-19 vaccine uptake among patients with stroke and 
caregivers?

Methods and Materials

Participants and Recruitment Procedure

The present study used a cross-sectional design. The study 
enrolled caregivers of patients with stroke in E-Da Hospital, 
and those patients with stroke who received consistent fol-
low-up care in the outpatient department. To enhance the 
external validity of the study’s potential findings, both 
patients with stroke and their caregivers were included in the 
study. This approach was chosen to understand the influen-
tial factors for both groups. Primary caregivers were included 
in the study if they met the following criteria: (i) being aged 
over 20 years because the Taiwan Civil Law defines being 
aged 20 years as the legal age of an adult at the time of the 
study,16 (ii) caring for patients with stroke for more than 4 
hours per day, and (iii) accompanying the patients during 
acute stroke phase (defined as the period occurring within 
7 days after the onset of the stroke) and regular outpatient 
follow-ups (ie, the patients in the present study were regu-
larly followed up at an interval of 1 to 3 months in the neurol-
ogy outpatient clinic. According to the hospital’s regulations, 
follow-up components encompass a neurological examina-
tion, assessment of compliance with stroke prevention medi-
cations, evaluation of risk factors, and monitoring through 
cerebral and vascular imaging). Caregivers were excluded 
based on the following criteria: (i) not understanding or 
being able to complete the survey and (ii) having dementia or 
cognitive impairment, hearing loss, or psychiatric illnesses. 
More specifically, for caregivers with a history of dementia, 
cognitive impairment, or psychiatric illnesses, they were 

checked if they had relevant medical history in the present 
hospital. In cases where there was no such information, they 
were evaluated using in-person interview to assess their 
understanding of the questionnaire and the appropriateness 
of their responses during the initial interview by research 
assistants. If there were concerns related to any of the symp-
toms or disorders, a formal Mini-Mental State Examination 
(MMSE) was administered with confirmation of a diagnosis 
being sought through consultation with a neurologist or a 
psychiatrist. In cases where there was suspicion of hearing 
loss, the individuals’ auditory responses were assessed dur-
ing the interview process. If concerns about hearing impair-
ment arose, a calibrated finger rub auditory screening test or 
a formal hearing assessment was conducted.

Patients with stroke were included if they met the follow-
ing criteria: (i) being aged over 20 years, (ii) having a diagno-
sis of stroke (ie, ischemic, hemorrhagic, and transient 
ischemic attack), and (iii) regularly receiving follow-ups in 
either outpatient or inpatient departments. The exclusion cri-
teria were the same as those for caregivers. For screening eli-
gibility of the participants, a brief neurological examination 
was performed, including the testing of higher cortical func-
tions, and a MMSE and Clinical Dementia Rating for those 
suspected as having a cognitive impairment. Participants 
(either caregivers or patients with stroke) with hearing loss 
were excluded because they might not fully comprehend the 
questionnaire content. Additionally, participants who were 
illiterate and the examiners who were not proficient in sign 
language communication may have faced challenges in effec-
tively conveying the questionnaire content.

The participants (including both caregivers and patients 
with stroke) completed the surveys during outpatient or inpa-
tient follow-ups, and they were helped to complete the survey 
with verbal instructions by trained research assistants. The 
participants (either caregivers or patients with stroke) who 
were literate independently completed the paper-based ques-
tionnaires in a quiet room. For those who were illiterate, 
research assistants interviewed them and their verbal 
responses were recorded in the electronic questionnaire sys-
tem. The research assistants in the present study had prior 
experience administering identical and related questionnaires 
in other research studies. They received training on the ques-
tionnaire content and its administration. The assistants were 
capable of providing explanations using language familiar to 
the participants, assisting in clarifying questionnaire items 
during the research, and conducting complete questionnaire 
surveys via interview for illiterate participants. The study was 
approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of E-Da 
Hospital (No. EMRP-110-079). All participants were 
informed about the study goals. Written informed consent 
was obtained from all participants prior to the study enroll-
ment according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and 
the ethical guidelines for Ethical Guidelines for Medical and 
Health Research Involving Human Subjects in Taiwan.
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The required sample size was calculated using the rule-of-
thumb for multiple regression models (ie, the formula indi-
cating 50 plus 10 participants per independent or controlled 
variable)17 Given that 9 independent and control variables 
were included in the regression models (please see ‘Statistical 
analysis’ section for details), the sample size calculation was: 
50 + 10 × 9. Subsequently, the required sample size for the 
present study was 140.

Measures

Motivation for vaccine uptake. Motivation for vaccine uptake 
was assessed using the Motors of COVID-19 Vaccine Accep-
tance Scale (MoVac-COVID19S).18 The MoVac-COVID19S 
comprises 12 items assessed on a 7-point Likert scale (rang-
ing from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”).19 The 
MoVac-COVID19S item scores were unified in the same 
direction and summed (scores ranging between 12 and 84) 
with higher scores indicating greater motivation for COVID-
19 vaccine uptake.20,21 An example item is “Vaccination is a 
very effective way to protect me against COVID-19.” The 
MoVac-COVID19S has been validated across different popu-
lations,22 including the Taiwanese population.23

Preventive behaviors. COVID-19 preventive behaviors (exclud-
ing vaacination) was assessed using the Preventive COVID-
19 Infection Behaviors Scale (PCIBS).24 The PCIBS contains 
5 items rated on a five-point Likert scale (from “almost 
never” to “almost always”).25 The PCIBS item scores were 
unified in the same direction and averaged (scores ranging 
between 1 and 5) with higher scores indicating higher levels 
of COVID-19 preventive behaviors. An example item is 
“How often do you avoid touching eyes, nose, and mouth?” 
The PCIBS has been validated across different populations,25 
including the Taiwanese population.24

Fear of COVID-19. Fear of COVID-19 was assessed using the 
Fear of COVID-19 Scale (FCV-19S). The FCV-19S contains 
7 items rated on a five-point Likert scale (from “strongly dis-
agree” to “strongly agree”).26 The FCV-19S item scores are 
summed with higher scores indicating greater fear of 
COVID-19.24,27 An example item is “I am most afraid of 
COVID-19.” The scale has been validated across different 
populations,28,29 including the Taiwanese population.24

Stress. Stress was assessed using a subscale of the Depres-
sion, Anxiety, and Stress Scale (DASS-21). The stress sub-
scale of the DASS-21 contains 7 items rated on a 4-point 
Likert scale (from “did not apply to me at all” to “applied to 
me very much or most of the time”).30 The stress subscale 
item scores were summed with higher scores indicating 
greater general stress.31 An example item is “I found it hard 
to wind down.” The scale (including its stress subscale) has 
been validated across different populations,36,37 including the 
Taiwanese population.32

Perceived susceptibility to COVID-19. A self-reported single 
item (ie, “How likely is it that you will be infected with 
COVID-19?”) was used to assess perceived susceptibility 
(from “very unlikely” to “very likely”). Higher scores indi-
cate greater perceived susceptibility to COVID-19.

Problematic social media use. Problematic social media use 
was assessed using the Bergen Social Media Addiction Scale 
(BSMAS). This scale comprises 6 questions, each answered 
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “very rarely” to “very 
often.”33 The total score of the BSMAS items is calculated 
by adding them together, with higher totals suggesting 
greater risk of problematic social media use.34 An example 
item is “You spend a lot of time thinking about social media 
or planning how to use it.” The BSMAS has been validated 
across different populations,35-38 including the Taiwanese 
population.39,40

Other covariates. Apart from the aforementioned measures, 
all participants completed a background information sheet to 
report their following information: age (reported in years), 
sex (male or female), marital status (married or other), num-
ber of years of education, and status (caregiver or patient).

Statistical Analysis

The data were first analyzed using descriptive statistics to 
separately summarize the patients’ and caregivers’ demo-
graphics and measure scores. In order to determine bivariate 
correlations between the studied variables (including age, 
sex, number of years of education, marital status, status 
[patient or caregiver], fear of COVID-19, stress, perceived 
susceptibility, problematic social media use, preventive 
behaviors, and motivation for COVID-19 vaccine uptake), 
Pearson correlations were used. Lastly, two multiple linear 
regressions were constructed using the same set of indepen-
dent variables and confounders but different dependent vari-
ables. The independent variables included fear of COVID-19, 
stress, perceived susceptibility, and problematic social media 
use. The confounders included age, sex (female as reference 
group), marital status (married as reference group), and sta-
tus (patient as reference group). For the first regression 
model, preventive behaviors was the dependent variable. For 
the second regression model, motivation for COVID-19 vac-
cine uptake was the dependent variable. All the statistical 
analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 20.0 (IBM 
Incorp.: Armonk, NY).

Results

Among the 191 participants, 81 were patients with stroke 
(mean [SD] age = 64.71 years [SD = 7.78]; 71.60% males) 
and 110 were caregivers of patients with stroke (mean 
age = 60.58 years [SD = 7.37]; 30.91% males). Both subsam-
ples (ie, patients and caregivers) had a mean number of years 
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in education above 9 years and were mostly married (87.65% 
among patients and 90.00% in caregivers). Table 1 addition-
ally reports the scores for fear of COVID-19, stress, per-
ceived susceptibility, problematic social media use, 
preventive behaviors, and motivation for COVID-19 vaccine 
uptake for the two subsamples separately.

Table 2 reports the correlation coefficients between the 
studied variables. Motivation for COVID-19 vaccine uptake 
was significantly associated with problematic social media 
use (r = .225; P = .002), perceived susceptibility (r = .197; 
P = .008), stress (r = −.189; P = .010), and fear of COVID-19 
(r = .179; P = .015). Preventive behaviors was significantly 
associated with stress (r = −.310; P < .001) and marginally 
associated with fear of COVID-19 (r = .136; P = .066).

The first multiple linear regression showed that caregiv-
ers as compared to patients had a lower level of preventive 
behavior (standardized coefficient (SC) = −0.23; P = .017), 
greater fear was associated with a higher level of preventive 
behavior (SC = 0.22; P = .006), and greater stress was associ-
ated with a lower level of preventive behavior (SC = −0.38; 
P < .001) (Table 3). The second multiple linear regression 
showed that a higher level of fear of COVID-19 (SC = 0.20; 
P = .014), perceived susceptibility (SC = 0.17; P = .033), and 
problematic social media use (SC = 0.16; P = .036) were 
associated with a higher motivation for COVID-19 vaccine 
uptake. Stress (SC = −0.18; P = .015) was associated with a 
lower motivation for COVID-19 vaccine uptake (Table 3).

Discussion

The findings of the present study provide valuable insights into 
the factors that influence COVID-19 preventive behaviors 
(excluding vaccination) and motivation for COVID-19 vaccine 
uptake among patients with stroke and caregivers of patients 
with stroke. The study findings showed a positive association of 

fear of COVID-19 with both motivation for vaccine uptake and 
preventive behavior. Fear can serve as a powerful motivator, 
prompting individuals to take proactive measures to minimize 
their risks and regain a sense of control amidst uncertainty.

In the context of stroke (either patients or caregivers), fear 
of transmitting COVID-19 to vulnerable patients can be a 
strong motivator for caregivers to adopt preventive measures 
and prioritize vaccination. The present study’s findings con-
cur with previous research highlighting the role fear of 
COVID-19 plays in motivating individuals to engage in pro-
tective behaviors41 and seek vaccination.8 However, the pres-
ent study advances knowledge by providing evidence 
regarding patients with stroke and their caregivers.

The present study also found a negative association 
between stress and preventive behaviors. This suggests that 
higher levels of stress may hinder caregivers’ ability to 
engage in preventive behaviors. It is understandable that 
caregivers of patients with stroke may experience high levels 
of stress given the increased responsibilities and challenges 
they face. Addressing stress and providing support for care-
givers to manage their stress levels may be crucial in promot-
ing and sustaining preventive behaviors.

It was found that problematic social media use was posi-
tively associated with motivation for vaccine uptake. Social 
media can play a significant role in shaping attitudes and 
behaviors.42 In the context of COVID-19, social media plat-
forms have been both a source of information and misinfor-
mation. Caregivers who engage in problematic social media 
use may be more exposed to misleading or inaccurate infor-
mation regarding vaccines, potentially affecting their moti-
vation to get vaccinated. It is important for healthcare 
providers and public health authorities to counter misinfor-
mation with accurate information and provide guidance on 
reliable sources of information to ensure that caregivers can 
make informed decisions.

Table 1. Caregiver Characteristics (N = 191).

Variables Patients (n = 81) Caregiver (n = 110)

Age (in years); mean (SD) 64.71 (7.78) 60.58 (7.37)
Sex; n (%)
 Male 58 (71.60) 34 (30.91)
 Female 23 (28.40) 76 (69.09)
Years of education; mean (SD) 9.94 (7.74) 9.64 (3.84)
Marital status; n (%)
 Married 71 (87.65) 99 (90.00)
 Other/Missing 10 (12.35) 11 (10.00)
Fear of COVID-19; mean (SD) 8.83 (4.56) 8.42 (3.20)
Stress; mean (SD) 1.01 (2.17) 1.07 (2.06)
Perceived susceptibility; mean (SD) 1.53 (0.93) 1.75 (0.98)
Problematic social media use; mean (SD) 6.67 (1.36) 7.26 (1.94)
Preventive behaviors; mean (SD) 4.55 (0.26) 4.28 (0.71)
Motivation of COVID-19 vaccine uptake; mean (SD) 61.32 (8.70) 60.08 (10.48)

Note. Possible score range: 7 to 35 for fear of COVID-19; 0 to 21 for stress; 1 to 5 for perceived susceptibility; 6 to 30 for problematic social media use; 
1 to 5 for preventive behaviors; and 12 to 84 for motivation of COVID-19 vaccine uptake.
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Perceived susceptibility was another factor in the present 
study positively associated with motivation for vaccine 
uptake. This suggests that individuals who perceive them-
selves to be at higher risk of contracting COVID-19 may be 
more motivated to get vaccinated. This finding is consistent 
with previous research that has shown the importance of per-
ceived susceptibility in motivating individuals to engage in 
protective behaviors.43 Healthcare providers can play a role 
in educating patients with stroke and their caregivers about 
the increased risk associated with underlying health condi-
tions and the benefits of vaccination in reducing the severity 
of illness.

Overall, the findings of the present study highlights the 
importance of addressing fear, stress, social media use, and 
perceived susceptibility in promoting COVID-19 preventive 
behaviors and vaccine uptake among patients with stroke and 
their caregivers. Public health interventions and policies 
should focus on addressing these factors through targeted edu-
cation, support, and communication campaigns. Strategies to 
reduce stress and provide coping mechanisms for caregivers 
may also enhance their ability to engage in preventive behav-
iors. Additionally, healthcare providers should actively address 
and debunk misinformation on social media platforms to pro-
mote accurate and evidence-based information.

There are some limitations to the present study that should 
be acknowledged. First, it used a cross-sectional design, which 
limits the ability to establish causal relationships. Future 

longitudinal studies are needed to examine these relationships 
over time. Second, the study sample was limited to caregivers 
and patients with stroke from a single hospital, which means 
the sample was small and may limit the generalizability of the 
findings. Including a larger and more diverse sample from 
multiple healthcare settings would strengthen the study’s find-
ings. Third, the study relied on self-report measures, which 
may be subject to response bias. Future studies could consider 
using objective measures (such as physiological or behavioral 
assessment) or a combination of self-report and objective 
measures to enhance the validity of the findings.

Conclusion

The present study emphasizes the importance of addressing 
fear, stress, social media use, and perceived susceptibility in 
promoting COVID-19 preventive behaviors and vaccine 
uptake among patients with stroke and caregivers of patients 
with stroke. By understanding these factors and tailoring 
interventions accordingly, healthcare providers and policy-
makers can effectively support patients with stroke and their 
caregivers in navigating the challenges posed by the 
COVID-19 pandemic (and those in the future) and ensure 
their well-being. A comprehensive and holistic approach 
that addresses the unique needs and concerns of caregivers 
and patients with stroke are likely to contribute to better out-
comes and reduce the burden on healthcare systems.

Table 3. Linear Regression Models Explaining Preventive Behaviors and Motivation of Vaccine Uptake.

Dependent variable: preventive behaviors (R2 = 0.26; 
Adj. R2 = 0.22; entire model P-value < .001) Unstand. Coeff. (SE) Stand. Coeff. P-value

Age (year) 0.0003 (0.01) 0.004 .960
Sex (Ref: female) 0.12 (0.09) 0.11 .198
Marital status (Ref: married) −0.11 (0.13) −0.06 .423
Educational year 0.00 (0.01) −0.03 .687
Patient or caregiver (Ref: patient) −0.23 (0.10) −0.20* .017
Fear of COVID-19 0.04 (0.01) 0.22* .006
Stress −0.11 (0.02) −0.38* <.001
Perceived susceptibility −0.01 (0.05) −0.01 .860
Problematic social media use 0.04 (0.03) 0.10 .168

Dependent variable: motivation of vaccine uptake 
(R2 = 0.21; Adj. R2 = 0.17; entire model P-value = <.001) Unstand. Coeff. (SE) Stand. Coeff. P-value

Age (year) 0.17 (0.10) 0.14 .076
Sex (Ref: female) 0.43 (1.65) 0.02 .797
Marital status (Ref: married) 3.76 (2.31) 0.12 .107
Educational year 0.21 (0.12) 0.13 .093
Patient or caregiver (Ref: patient) −1.06 (1.67) −0.05 .526
Fear of COVID-19 0.57 (0.23) 0.20* .014
Stress −0.85 (0.35) −0.18* .015
Perceived susceptibility 1.79 (0.83) 0.17* .033
Problematic social media use 0.98 (0.46) 0.16* .036

Unstand. Coeff. = unstandardized coefficient; SE = standard error; Stand. Coeff. = standardized coefficient.
*P < .05.
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